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about which it revolves. In the accompany-
ing diagram, i i show the apsides. The earth
and the other planets, as they revolve about
the sun and reach these two points respec-
tively, are said to be in aphelion and peri-
helion; and the moon in revolving about the
earth is in apogee and perigee. The line con-
necting the apsides, which is really the major
axis of the orbit, is called the line of the
apsides, and this has a slow, angular motion
in the plane of the planet's orbit. In all the
planets excepting Venus, this motion is for-
ward. See precession of the equinoxes.
AP'TERYX, a small bird belonging to the
same family as the ostrich and living in New
Zealand. It is a shy, nocturnal bird, feeding
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apteryx
on worms, insects and seeds, and is totally
wingless and tailless. These birds are be-
coming extinct.
A'QUA FOR'TIS, meaning strong water,
is a common name for nitric acid (which
see).
AQUAMARINE, a qua ma reen'f a name
given to some of the finest varieties of beryl,
of a sea green or blue color. The name is
also applied to varieties of topaz. The aqua-
marine occurs in North Carolina, Colorado,
Siberia and Brazil. It is one of the birth.-
stones for March.
AQUA RE'GIA,   See nitric acid.
AQUA'RIUM, a vessel constructed wholly
or partly of glass, and containing salt or
fresh water, in which are kept living spec-
imens of marine or fresh-water animals,
along with aquatic plants. In principle the
aquarium depends on the relations of animal
and vegetable life; animals consume oxygen
and exhale carbonic acid, plants reversing
the process by absorbing carbonic acid and
giving out oxygen. The aquarium must con-
sequently be stocked both with plants and
 animals, and for the welfare of both, some-
thing like a proper proportion should exist
between them.
The simplest form of aquarium is that of
a glass vase; but aquariums on a larger scale
consist of a tank or a number of tanks with
plate-glass sides and stone floors, and contain
sand and gravel, rocks and seaweed. One of
the most notable aquariums in the world is
that located in Battery Park, New York City.
It contains 150 tanks for smaller fish, and
a number of huge tanks for sharks and other
large and dangerous fish. The Shedd Aqua-
rium, in Grant Park, Chicago, was opened in
1930. It occupies a beautiful building of
marble, 300 feet in diameter, and has tanks
for both fresh and salt water fish, ocean
water being transported to it in specially
built tank cars. It has a lecture hall and a
museum of rare preserved fishes.
AQUA'RIUS, meaning the water bearer,
is the name of a constellation, and the
eleventh sign of the zodiac. The symbol was
x# (running water), and the name Aquarius
was given because of the rains that fell so
plentifully in Italy during January and
February, when the sun moves in the sign.
AQUATIC, a kwat'ik, PLANTS, a general
name applied to any plants which live either
wholly or partly in water. Some of these
plants are rooted in the ground and grow
through the water, raising their leaves and
blossoms above the surface. The leaves of
some of these are very large, and the flowers
beautiful. Other plants remain almost
wholly submerged, the leaves in that case
becoming small and more or less thread-like,
while the flowers may be either submerged
or floating on the surface. Many of the
seaweeds and some plants in the inland
waters are buoyed up by bladders that form
on the leaves, and in a few species the plants
break loose entirely from the earth and float
about in the waters, from which they obtain
nourishment by means of their roots. There
are representatives of aquatic plants in many
different families, of which the common
water lily, the pond weed, the cat-tail and
the water hyacinth are notable examples.
AQ'UEDUCT, an artificial channel or con-
duit for the conveyance of water from one
place to another. The name is more partic-
•ularly applied to structures for conveying
water from distant sources for the supply of
large cities. Aqueducts were extensively
used by the Romans, and many of them still

